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14th Nov 2019
Egret Cabin Cruiser

Well just can't help my self with the snow & cold weather need to start another
scratch build boat . found the plans on the internet & liked the design .Single prop
5 3/4 inch beam & 23 inch length speed 480 brush motor . Jumped from frame to
built model .
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15th Nov 2019
Egret Cabin Cruiser

Just installed motor took a while getting it lined up in hull . I worked 40 years as a
electrical maintains man & lined up tonnes of motors but lining up a tiny motor in a
model boat is a real pain . If you see the nickel it's just something I do the nickel
has the year model built .I used to put a penny's in but Canada no longer uses
penny's . I think it was a tradition that real boat builders put a penny under the
main mast for good luck .
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26th Nov 2019
Egret Cabin Cruiser

I forget to post build updates until it's to late but my progress coming along built
rudder , windows , fiber glassed hull , primed , still need more work on hull ,
Windows took a while brass frames & plastic windows , Electronics & servos need
to be installed also later on
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14th Jan 2020
New name for Egret Cabin Cruiser now Harley Quinn

Been a while since last update & I think I'm finally finished will latest scratch build
until final real water test in a few months after Canada's winter. Still need to add
to my Harbour section later on .
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